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Gamma's RXPro Software Goes Live in Curacao
In 2016, local software developer Gamma IT Solutions
developed RXPro, a complete POS system for the
distribution of prescription and non-prescription medicines,
adapted specifically for the Aruban and Curacaoan markets.
To date, most pharmacies in Aruba are using this pharmacy
software program, bringing a higher level of service to
clients. Gamma is proud to announce that this week,
RXPro went live at Botika Mahuma in Curacao, marking the software's entry into Curacao's pharmacy
market.
Gamma's project manager Koos Veel shares, “The Gamma team is thrilled to have brought our
signature RXPro software to Curacao.
Not only has the software gone live at
Botika Mahuma, but several other
pharmacies in Curacao are already
locked in to come onboard with the
software.”
RXPro features several modules that
directly benefit clients. The program
contains the complete histories of all
patients and an index of all the
medications registered with AZV,
updated monthly. A medication control
application manages the distribution of
medication based on six criteria, ensuring the safety of all patients.
A number of modules guarantee greater efficiency for pharmacies, such as the inventory control
module, which eliminates time-consuming manual inventory checks when ordering products. A builtin “Suggested Purchase Order” module, based on a custom formula that optimizes inventory, offers
pharmacists a convenient way to make regular purchase orders. Another module handles the logistics
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of magistral preparations, including automatic cost calculation and automatic deductions from
inventory. A billing module automatically handles monthly declarations to AZV. Other features
include barcode-based scanning and searching, role-based access control, continuous synchronization
of data for pharmacy groups, and report and audit trail generation.
Veel adds, “In time, we hope to add all of the pharmacies in Curacao to our client base so they and
their clients can start enjoying the benefits of this robust software as well.”

